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Week Commencing 22/06/2020

HI. This week we'll bo looking at stagecraft and how Shakespeare creates/develops character in Much Ado.

We will continue working on our poems. Pupils have now understood them and learned to read them. This week will be dedicated to learning them of by heart and presenting them, so that a video 
recording can be handed in to the school’s yearly Daisy Hardy competition. It would be good if for the tutorial pupils could get a video (not just audio) connection up. All video-recorded performances 
have to be handed in by Monday, 29 June. Our online tutorial will be on Tuesday, 10am.

Weekly Skills Check. On Wed we will see the final presentations, go over any problems on angles in polygons then revise and extend knowledge of angles on parallel lines and special quadrilaterals.

Look back at any feedback on our Creative and Performing Arts Careers work and send any corrections needed; especially if you are going on to GCSE Drama next year. Send all finished work to Mrs 
Jeeves. The majority of work this week is on the Daisy Hardy competition. Finished entries must be sent in my 4pm Monday 29th June. Any worries send me a message during the week. Meeting at 
11am on Friday.

Year 9s work this half term will be split into two groups (those continuing Music in Year 10 and those who are ending their musical journey in Year 9), assignments will be set for those individual pupils. 
GCSE and RockSchool pupils will be looking into Video Game Music and the rest of the class will be taking part in the Musical alphabet challenge. You will be completing all of your work in the Teams 
Assignments area (where you will find more details), but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your final 20 minutes of the lesson to complete one of the extension tasks 
(detailed on page 5 of the document). Your work should be submitted by Monday the 29th June to the Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your next lesson. There 
will be a group chat at 10:15am to make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Friday 10-12) and also my 
twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Group1 Create an origami animal out of paper. Draw the origami sculpture using smooth graduated shading. The changes of light on paper is very subtle. Test your shading skills. Send a photo of your 
origami sculpture. Send a photo of your shaded study and then if you complete the extension task, send a photo of what you are are looking at and your completed study. This should take approx 1.5-
2hrs. 
Group 2 (GCSE):  Follow step by step on powerpoint. First part to be handed in next Friday, then hand in each section each friday after that. I will add handouts descriptions and have chats with you to 
explain in more detail.

Subjects

Continuing our look at light, this week you'll design an experiment to explain how light bends when it passes through something transparent but dense such as water or glass. 

Natural Hazards. The pupils are to work through the tasks, looking at what a natural hazard is and how they are categorised. There will also be a bar graph to complete. Meetings are at the normal 
time and work is due in Weds 24/06/20.
This week, following the great amount of hard work and effort that a number of pupils have already displayed in preparing their power point presentations on "Change in the Twentieth" century, they 
will have the opportunity to complete, check and hand these in.
This week we will be reviewing the work we have this term using Quizlet and LGym.  There will be a tutorial at 11.15 on Thursday as usual. (45 mins)There will be a written task/assignment set via 
Teams. (20-30 mins)
Now we have finished the Chocolate project, we will look at some free online software that allows you to edit photos in subtle ways. Further details in the assignment.  Meeting Monday 22/6 2pm. 
Deadline Thurs 25/6.
Year 9 will be talking about accidents and injuries this week, and during the online session continue reading “Café in Berlin”. Our online tutorial is on Thursday at 10 pm, hand in all work by Tuesday, 5 
pm.

Hopefully you have some ideas for a 3D character to promote healthy eating. We will discuss haw to make them 3D on Thursday and I will be able to help you each individually. We will then put the nets 
on to the computer. 

Our call will be later, Tuesday morning around 11-11:15am. We continue our work on 'Romeo and Juliet'. I will give you a summary of what happens in the play between where we left off last week (Act 
1, scene 1)  and where we pick up this week, Act 3 scene 1. We'll then look at the character of Mercutio and Tybalt. 

Weekly Skills Check to be submitted by end of Thursday. We will be lookign at parallel lines. All pupils should aim to join the group chat at 10am on Wednesday for a presentation and discussion. New 
MyMaths to be set on Wednesday.

This week we will conclude our work on cells for the term and have a recap test on the everlearner.  Also a spider diagram will be cretaed on what pupils have learnt this term on cells.

This week we bring all our ideas together for Stoichiometry - reacting amounts.  This forms the basis of what a number of chemists do, reacting chemicals together in the required amounts to obtain a 
known amount of product.


